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Use Case Maker is a free and open-source
tool that facilitates a simple and

approachable environment for creating,
managing and examining use cases and
actors. It supports regular text, HTML
and RTF files and has been tested on

Windows (Windows 7) and Linux
(Ubuntu 14.04). The project is hosted on

Github and you can download it there.
What can you expect from Use Case
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Maker? Use Case Maker allows you to
create use cases for actors as well as

actors for use cases. It guides you through
a simple setup operation that shouldn't

give you any trouble, and gives you access
to a window with a classical structure

where you can add new packages in the
model you're currently working on and
seamlessly explore them. After a fast
setup operation, you are greeted by a

normal window with a standard structure,
where you can add new actors or use

cases and explore the available elements.
You can enter a name, identify the owner
package and label, describe it, and view

the license. Justifications and notes can be
added. You can create actors and use

cases, enter the details, save the model to
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file, export the model in various formats
and even import or search use cases from
other projects. Use Case Maker includes
a glossary, stakeholders, pre- and post-
conditions and the requirements. Use

Case Maker is used to create use cases for
actors, as well as actors for use cases. Use

Case Maker supports regular text and
HTML files, as well as RTF, PDF and

XML exports. Use Case Maker has been
tested on Windows (Windows 7) and
Linux (Ubuntu 14.04). The project is

hosted on Github. You can download it
there. As mentioned before, it runs on
low resources. Requirement Use Case

Maker has been created to make use of
the Qt toolkit, which is a library for the
development of graphical software. It
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means that you should have a Qt-enabled
installation available on your computer.

However, it should be noted that
installation of third-party software or
libraries is not the responsibility of

3DNA, but of the user, meaning that Use
Case Maker is released under the GNU

GPLv3 license, and, as such, it requires a
legal stack of licenses: standard GPLv3

license, LGPLv3, BSD license, MIT
license, and, if such licensing is not

applicable, copyright attribution license.
Use Case Maker is focused on the

technical aspect for creating models with
use cases and actors
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With the user-friendly interface, Use
Case Maker is a powerful tool for

creating models using actors and use
cases. It is a free software licensed under
the GNU General Public License (GPL)

v2.0. Use Case Maker can be downloaded
from www.usecase-maker.org.

Benefits/Features: - Free - Open Source -
User Interface -

Design/Appearance/Shortcuts - Organize
Import/Export - Export XML/PDF/RTF

formats - Export XML/PDF/RTF formats
- Support New MP3 format for streaming

in use cases - Free for personal use
(individual developers, non-profit or

educational) - Support Export to XML,
PDF, DOCX, RTF, HTML - Support file
import - Import XML, PDF, DOCX, RTF
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- Easily export - Import as service case -
Import as service case - Easily import -

Import as actor - Import as actor - Easily
import - Import from TC-studio or TC-

view - Import from TC-studio or TC-view
- Organize/Show use cases and actors -

Use/Create actors - Use/Create use cases
- Use/Create actors - Use/Create use

cases - Create/Save use cases -
Import/Export - Edit/Manage actors -
Edit/Manage use cases - Edit/Manage

actors - Edit/Manage use cases -
Edit/Manage actors - Edit/Manage use
cases - Create/Save as models - Search

for actors and use cases in models -
Create actor's attributes - Create use

cases' attributes - Create actor's attributes
- Create use cases' attributes - Actions,
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decisions and scripts - Import use case -
Organize use cases - Implement use case -

Import use case - Organize use cases -
Implement use case - Import use case -
Import/Export - Edit use cases - Create

use cases - Add use case - Edit use cases -
Create use cases - Add use case -

Import/Export - Export use cases - Create
actor - Create use case - Import actor -
Import use case - Create actor - Create

use case - Import actor - Import use case -
Organize use cases - Create actor - Create

use case - Organ 09e8f5149f
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Use Case Maker Free

Use Case Maker is a free use case tool
that helps you create and manage a use
case model for use cases that describe
business processes in an application.
Create your use case model quickly and
easily by creating a package for each use
case. Use Case Maker allows you to edit
your model and use the functions of Use
Case Maker to create and manage actors
and use cases. It's simple, free, and easy
to use! Use Case Maker Features: Create
models and use cases in minutes. Edit and
use your models. Create actors and use
cases. Create and manage all of the model
elements. Easy to install, run, and use.
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Use Model Wizard to create a model.
Create use case packages using wizards.
Create actors, use cases, and use case
packages using wizards. Create actors and
use cases. Manage actors, use cases and
actors. Explore your models and use cases
with the use cases view. Easily view use
cases, actors, and package details in
Package View. Organize packages using
drag and drop. Package Search, Sort and
Group. Open use cases using context
menus. Easily add comments to use cases
and actors. View use cases, actors, and
packages in Package View. Show use case
references to allow you to duplicate use
cases and create references. Show use
case references to allow you to duplicate
use cases and create references. Read and
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write use case references. Easily navigate
to use cases, actors, and packages using
the Package View. Import model data
from any.csv file. Create package data
automatically from the import data.
Create package data from the import data
in packages. Import use case templates
from any.csv file. Create use case
templates automatically from the import
data. Import use case templates from the
import data in use case packages. Import
use case definitions from.txt files. Create
use case definitions automatically from
the import data. Import use case
definitions from the import data in
packages. Import use case examples
from.txt files. Create use case examples
automatically from the import data.
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Import use case examples from the
import data in packages. Import use cases
from any use case template. Create use
cases automatically from the import data.
Import use cases from the import data in
use case packages. Import use cases
from.csv files. Display use cases and
actors in any package. Display use cases
and actors from the

What's New In?

Use Case Maker is a tool designed to
capture, manage and evaluate use cases
for a specific product offering in a
unified manner. This advanced software
tool allows you to build use cases that
capture the interactions among actors and
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stakeholders and the interactions between
the product or solution and the actors.
The solution provides the ability to add
actors, use cases, and generic use cases to
a model and to customize the descriptions
of use cases, actors and the interactions
among the various stakeholders using
hierarchical descriptions. The software
allows the creation of high-level use cases
based on any actor and use case
interaction. The interconnectivity of use
cases is supported by the software. This
model structure allows you to organize
large numbers of use cases by interacting
actors and stakeholders and to provide a
structure to your business use cases. Use
Case Maker provides the functionality for
creating custom actors, roles, and use
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cases, with an ability to export to any of
the supported formats. The use case
model allows the organization of use
cases in a use case hierarchy. The use
case model also provides the ability to
include direct associations, indirect
associations, and use cases as parents,
children, and siblings. Use Case Maker
provides the ability to create and save
individual use case model projects in the
application. Use Case Maker is a
professional tool that allows you to
capture the interactions among actors and
stakeholders and the interactions between
the product or solution and the actors.
Features : Capture: * Add use cases to an
actor or to a collection of actors; * Import
existing models; * Export the result as an
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XML, HTML, RTF, PDF or other output
file; * Import use cases from an HTML
file; * Import use cases from an XML
file; * Export the result as an XML,
HTML, RTF, PDF or other file; * Export
the result as an XML, HTML, RTF, PDF
or other file; Create: * Use cases; * Use
cases based on actors and use cases; *
Generic use cases; * Closure use cases; *
Actor-use cases; * Use case families; *
Actor-role-use cases; * Role-role-use
cases; * Use case bundles; * Use cases
with specific use cases; * Use case
bundles based on use cases; * Use cases
based on actors; * Actor-use case
families; * Actor-use case bundles; *
Actor-stakeholder-use cases; * Actor-role
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